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Abstract 

Daylighting as a research topic situates itself at the interface between psycho-physiological and 
environmental factors, bringing together questions relevant to architectural design and building engineering, 
but also to human physiology and behaviour. While daylighting has a strong impact on human health and 
well-being, and an undeniable association with (subjective) emotional delight and perceived quality of a 
space, it is also highly dynamic and variable in nature, based on a combination of predictable (sun course) 
and stochastic (weather) patterns. This makes it both a challenging and essential aspect of how 
“performative” a space can be considered.  

This paper aims to discuss selected research developments regarding how architectural engineering and 
other domains of science could be more strongly bridged to address the need for meaningful decision 
support in daylighting design: how can we better integrate the complexity of human needs in buildings into 
effective design strategies for daylit spaces? As a basis for discussion and to illustrate this overview, it 
describes a unified goal-based approach in an attempt to address the multiplicity of perspectives from which 
daylighting performance can – and should – be evaluated in building design. Through five very different 
perspectives ranging from task-driven illumination or comfort to human-driven health and perception, it 
proposes a simulation and visualization framework in which one can start approaching these from an 
integrated approach. 

Keywords: daylighting, climate-based modelling, goal-based, performance metrics, non-visual lighting, 
design decision support 

1. Introduction 

The ultimate impact buildings have on our lives is fundamental: buildings represent a major part of our life, 
with a share of over 40% of overall energy use, waste and CO2 emissions [1], almost 50% of the population 
now living in cities, and 90% of time typically spent indoors. With lighting, heating and cooling being the three 
most energy-demanding building functions [1], it appears very clearly how efficient daylighting and solar 
control strategies can have a tremendous impact on energy use [2]. But any savings can only be effective if 
one also carefully accounts for our comfort, well-being and health criteria. 

The integration of building performance criteria into the design process has received a great level of attention 
in the last two decades. Simulation models of increasing degree of sophistication [3] have been developed 
and a wide range of metrics and of tools are now available and still being developed to support our search 
for minimizing energy consumption or ecological footprint. One of the underlying principles for this search is 
that the performance of a space will typically increase with user satisfaction and decrease with energy 
consumption [4], the latter being used towards discomfort compensation until occupant satisfaction is 
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reached. In today’s energy crisis, minimizing this compensation becomes essential but requires a very good 
understanding of our comfort requirements, used as triggers for (predicted) action on our environment 
according to still poorly understood interaction patterns with building controls (dimming, thermostats, shading 
etc) [5-10]. In the contemporary context of building for sustainability, we must move beyond energy-centric 
approaches and consider sustainable design from a broad perspective, focusing also – or actually starting 
with – quality of life, occupant satisfaction and psycho-physiological human well-being.  

Static comfort thresholds can only provide an incomplete picture and have led, in the 30ies to 60ies, to an 
era of windowless, air-conditioned offices and classrooms as ultimate symbols of progress specifically 
because they adhered – under full control – to accepted standards for comfort. We have now realized that 
our needs far surpass these universal ones [11-13] and include a longing to bond with our living environment 
(biophilia hypothesis) as well as a need to stay connected to its ever-changing nature through windows and 
views [14]. 

While we share fundamental needs driven by evolution, it is very clear that people value things differently, 
and have needs far from being uniform at several levels (Figure 1): 

• diversity: Individual preferences about privacy, temperature 
swings, or architectural character e.g. depend on factors ranging  
from cultural background and social status to health and age.  

• variability: The temporal variability of our needs results from our 
inherent attachment – at both the psychological and physiological 
levels – to a very variable outside environment (seasons, time of 
day, weather, vegetation, light-dark cycles).  

• boundaries: In today’s urge to design sustainably, we must 
think  within  an  overarching reality  of  finite  resources;  to  reduce our carbon  footprint  and  use  of  
non-renewable  energy,  the building sector – that accounts for a 40% share of these resources – plays a 
pivotal role. 

The architect is thus faced with multiple, highly variable, bounded criteria that can conflict but need to be 
brought together to lead to a satisfying solution. Yet unlike clothing that can easily and continuously be 
adjusted to both user preferences and outside conditions, buildings are constrained to a somewhat limited 
set of materials and to basic adaptation (shading, operable windows), which prevents them from responding 
to individuals to the same degree of refinement as clothing: preferences have somehow to be synthesized, 
and the main role of the architect is to do this synthesis. On the other hand, the ultimate balance between all 
factors and constraints leading to a satisfying design solution cannot be solely based on measurable criteria: 
a design process does not reproduce conventional optimization because of its inherent non-linearity and 
reliance on elements that cannot always be objectified. 

This paper investigates a selection of research perspectives aiming to reinforce links between building 
science and architecture through trans-disciplinary approaches reaching out to other fields such as 
photobiology and psychophysics regarding perceptual, visual (comfort-based) and non-visual (health-based) 
daylighting design. It proposes a goal-based strategy to address design decision support, and discusses five 
interpretations of “good daylighting” performance objectives, brought together in a unified visualization 
framework for daylighting simulation centered around human needs.  

 

Fig. 1: Ingredients of human-driven design 
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2. Dynamic daylighting for variable and diverse human occupants 

Although basic physiological needs can be considered similar enough for most humans, leading to 
somewhat predictable ranges of acceptability regarding comfort and well-being in buildings, some degree of 
diversity and variability is inevitable regarding building occupants’ preferences and perceived needs, 
particularly marked as they relate to daylighting penetration [5].  

As far as illumination is concerned, these needs typically get translated into target illuminance values or 
ratios [4,6,15-16] – with the earliest “daylight factor” recommendations dating back to the end of the 19th 
century. Established metrics relevant to daylight penetration have indeed been focusing on finding 
benchmarks for task illuminance and visual comfort (glare avoidance) [4,6-7,15] yet with varying degrees of 
applicability beyond the conditions in which they were measured, and with results that are often difficult to 
compare [6]. More recently, climate-based modelling has become a widespread approach – at least in 
research but also to some extent in practice – so as to consider daylighting on an annual basis [4,10,17-20]. 
Other studies have also looked at individual preferences [5], or at “light quality” indicators typically derived 
from luminance averages or ratios [21]. Different daylight metrics concepts have been proposed, such as 
associated to entire space areas [18] or viewed scenes [22] rather than individual detection points, and 
based on relative approaches for more complex systems [23]. The latter helped to shift the focus back on 
daylight variability, not only its spatial distribution [18-19,22].  

How well a given space is daylit is by essence a multifaceted question: it is a key factor in how well any 
visual task will be performed, a main driver of occupant satisfaction regarding visual and thermal comfort 
(and hence energy consumption resulting from trying to meet comfort requirements), has a strong impact on 
human health and well-being, a close association with the perceptual quality of a space, and is highly 
dynamic in nature as a result of daily and seasonal variations. . 

The multiplicity and variability of our needs regarding (day)light exposure have thus clearly been a topic of 
investigation for years. To more deeply embed the diversity and variability of human needs as foundational 
elements of daylighting design and put human occupants back at the core of the question, we now also need 
to reach out to other research fields, so as to bring new insights and a deeper understanding of how we 
interact with our environment.  

This requires first to uncover – unweave – essential 
relationships between human occupants and a daylit 
environment with a focus on their dynamics, and to 
establish cross-disciplinary bridging with research fields 
a priori remote from architecture, such as photobiology 
and psychophysics (Figure 2). We propose to start by 
challenging the notion of human well-being in a daylit 
space at three inherently dynamic levels of human-
space interactions that have not yet been consistently 
integrated as design guiding factors, yet are 
fundamental to how a space is actually experienced:  
-  as a human inhabitant of a living space who needs to 
be in an environment conducive to health 
-  as a user of a (work)space who performs a task Fig. 2: Inter-related aspects of human-responsive 

(day)lighting design reaching out to other fields of research 
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yet behaves dynamically in a space 
-  as a witness of a delightful space who wants to enjoy it. 
 

2.1 Healthy lighting 

Humans need to be in an environment conducive to health and have physiological light exposure needs, 
whose time- and spectrum-dependent non-visual effects we only start to understand thanks to findings in 
circadian photoreception research [24]. A new research field in non-image forming lighting has indeed 
emerged in photobiology from the recent discovery of a specialized photoreceptor in our eye’s ganglion cells 
– containing a light-sensitive pigment named melanopsin –, responsible for synchronizing our internal 
circadian pacemaker, making light an essential element of healthy living.  

2.1.1 Light as a therapeutic tool  

Amongst the environmental factors that strongly influence our sense of well-being and ultimately our health, 
light plays an essential role as the primary environmental time cue for synchronizing the internal circadian 
clock. Failure to receive this information can result in non-24-hour sleep-wake disorder [25], the most 
common being jet-lag and shift-work. This condition can lead to insomnia, excessive sleepiness, and 
increased risk of diabetes and some types of cancer [26]. On the other hand, light has revealed itself as an 
effective therapeutic tool against seasonal affective disorder (SAD), while under real-world conditions, 
exposure to robust light-dark cycles was shown to be associated with better workplace performance [27] and 
better patient outcome in hospitals [28].  

In addition to stimulating visual responses, light can actually induce non-visual responses through two types 
of effects: through phase shifting effects on the circadian clock, and through direct activating effects [29-30]. 
These effects are mediated primarily via the novel non-rod, non-cone photoreceptor melanopsin, which is 
most sensitive to blue light and exhibits a different sensitivity to radiant flux than the pigments in rods and 
cones [24,31]. The discovery of this novel photoreceptor, the intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cell 
(ipRGC), has led to consideration of the non-visual effects of light as an important element of healthy lighting 
design in addition to vision [32-33].  

Researchers have identified five main characteristics of light exposure for melanopsin stimulation: intensity, 
spectrum, duration/pattern, history, and timing [24,34] with desired properties that so far seem – quite 
unsurprisingly as we humans evolved under it – to be dominant in daylight. The 24-hour light–dark cycle 
resets our circadian clock, which in turn synchronizes much of our physiological processes and social 
behavior. Beside these circadian resetting effects of light, bright light can directly suppress melatonin and 
increase alertness, when contrasted with dim light conditions [29-30,35-36]. It has been shown that brief 
exposure to bright light may have a greater impact on the circadian clock than was previously recognized 
[37-39]. Prior exposure to bright light can reduce the amount of non-visual responses [40-41]. Furthermore, 
blue light was demonstrated to be more effective in enhancing alerting effects compared to green light [42], 
highlighting the unsuitability of illuminance to evaluate the non-visual effects of light.  

In a recent field study, the effects of exposure to blue-enriched white light during daytime work hours were 
investigated in comparison to white light [27]. Blue-enriched white light improved subjective alertness, 
performance, mood, and sleep quality. This suggests that blue-enriched white light in real-world settings can 
have beneficial effects for people working normal office hours, which makes it an appealing alternative to 
enhance alertness. Another study, where subjects were exposed to two realistic office lighting conditions for 
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two consecutive days, reported higher subjective alertness in the afternoon in response to prior bright 
daylighting condition (~1000 lux) compared to typical artificial lighting condition (~180 lux) [43]. 

A spectral sensitivity function for the human non-visual system has not yet been standardized, primarily 
because the maximum sensitivity for the non-visual system is not definitive, falling between 446 and 483 nm 
for melatonin suppression [44]. Moreover, the photoreceptors’ contribution to non-visual responses may differ 
with intensity and duration of a light exposure [45]. It seems that the non-visual responses to light like 
melatonin suppression, phase shifting, alertness, etc. cannot be predicted using a single spectral sensitivity 
function like the V(λ) curve for photopic vision [46]. The right balance between optimizing light simultaneously 
for visual and non-visual functions has not yet been found, nor do we know how to model the non-visual light 
responses, especially during the day. The vast majority of studies – mostly using monochromatic light or 
stationary electric lighting – have been conducted at night or in dim-light conditions and been focusing on 
non-visual effects at the onset of light exposure [47]. Only small pilot studies have started to address daytime 
exposure [48] though studies did show that bright light could increase subjective alertness during the day as 
well [35-36].  

These recent findings have brought the non-visual effects of light to receive increased attention among 
researchers in the lighting community [47,49]. Though a number of models have been developed to predict 
the effect of different sleep–wake schedules on human performance and alertness [50], no mathematical 
models currently exist that can predict the direct non-visual effects of light as a function of intensity, 
spectrum, duration, history, and timing of exposure, which bears the risk of making decisions based on an 
incomplete understanding of the effects.  

2.1.2 Non-visual lighting as a step towards healthier building environments  

Is it possible to predict if architectural spaces are good for health and wellbeing using computational models, 
thereby supporting the design of healthier building environments? 

Before we can answer this question, it is necessary first to understand the dynamic relationship between light 
and human non-visual responses. Modeling can be a useful tool not only to gain deeper understanding of 
complex systems but also to point out gaps of knowledge, suggest specific experiments and serve as a 
means to study practical implications of simulated human responses. One challenging aspect is the fact that 
the non-visual system adapts its responses to changes in light intensity and spectral composition over a 
much longer timeframe than the visual system [37,45]. 

Very few studies can be found that use this new knowledge to investigate which design factors can increase 
the non-visual potential of architectural spaces. In the very first modelling frameworks that were proposed to 
address this question [19,33,51-52], a static approach was chosen in the sense that the slower adaptation of 
the non-visual system was not taken into account, nor were spectral sensitivity shifts and desensitization 
effects after prolonged exposure included. While there does not appear to be sufficient information on non-
visual responses to light to produce a detailed mathematical model that 
would work in real-world settings, experimental findings still offer the 
means to advance and validate novel design support tools to assess how 
architectural spaces might affect human health and wellbeing, and efforts 
in this direction are underway to model direct non-visual effects as a 
function of exposure duration and pattern (including timing and history), 
spectrum and intensity [19,53-55], as illustrated in Figure 3.  Fig. 3: Prospective non-visual light-response model 
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2.2 Comfort dynamics 

Users of a workspace usually need to perform tasks for which comfortable visual conditions are needed, and 
lighting has been acknowledged many times as a key factor in workplace satisfaction and ergonomics. 

2.2.1 Measures of visual comfort   

In terms of visual comfort, there is a general consensus that glare is the main cause of occupant interactions 
with shading and thus a major source of potential dissatisfaction from occupants [5,8]. The more common 
type of glare for interior spaces, referred to as discomfort glare, induces negative reactions that are critical to 
be solved with proper design and lighting controls [10,56], though no observable disability [57]. Despite 
numerous efforts in coming up with glare indices through surveys conducted either with luminaires [15,57-58] 
or, more recently, with daylight [7,59], predicting occupant discomfort with a glare index still poses important 
challenges in design, and recent studies have started to consider time of day, as well as other temporal and 
personal factors, as parameters to be possibly taken into account in the subjective evaluation or prediction of 
glare sensation [6,10].  

There are at least 7 recognized indices for glare [7,15,59], and all are based exclusively on subjective 
assessments (self-rated comfort). One index of note is the Daylight Glare Probability (DGP) [7], based on 
sidelit office conditions and considered the most reliable index for daylit workspaces, as it is the only one 
actually derived from daylighting conditions. While there are many situations where these different indices 
disagree with each other partly because of their unequal accuracy for electric and daylighting sources [6], 
most are drawn upon the same four physical quantities: luminance, size and position index of the glare 
source, and the general field of luminance the eye adapts to [10]. The position index expresses the change 
in discomfort based on the angular displacement of the glare source from the line of sight [58,60].  

A major limitation shared by all known glare indices, however, is to ignore where we actually look and what 
causes a view pattern: the assumption is that the view direction is fixed [60], leading to glare evaluation 
models that consider a single view towards the task (most common approach), or a pre-defined range of 
views to account for probable head and eye movements, such as in the recently proposed ‘adaptive glare’ 
concept [61]. Actual changes in view direction will have a strong impact on the assumed position of the glare 
source and indirect implications on glare adaptation or angular size, thus ultimately a significant influence on 
glare evaluation outcomes: if lighting and perceived comfort in turn influence the preferred line of sight, this 
influence should also be reflected in the glare index and head and gaze dynamics, that psychophysics can 
help us better recognize, should be embedded in it.  

2.2.2 Outreach to vision research and eye-tracking technology 

While early studies already pointed out that visual context, task and expertise all play a key role in driving 
eye movements [62], we now know that they can override each other depending on the specific conditions 
[63-64]. Changes in the line of sight may serve to scan the visual environment or to stabilize gaze (volitional 
or reflexive movements), while rapid shifts in eye position – known as ‘saccades’ – constitute a prominent 
class of eye movements in humans [65]. Computational models that aim at predicting gaze orientation 
typically focus on the control of large eye movements by low-level stimulus features, such as luminance 
contrast, color, orientation or motion [66]. Experimentally, however, gaze is long since known to be influenced 
by task [62], context [64] or economic value [67]. Computational models that include such “top-down” factors 
typically focus on visual search [67], which is of high theoretical interest, but rare in real life. Other 
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approaches to eye movements in realistic tasks either used very reduced stimuli or restrained settings, such 
as driving [68], food preparation [69], or sports [70]. For less constrained scenarios, laboratory data has very 
limited predictive power for the real-life situation [71]. Although different eye movement classes coexist and 
interact with each other, up to recently studies of eye movements during natural perception have mainly 
focused on saccades with constrained head and body. Surprisingly few studies can be found on the 
relationship between eye movements and building-induced visual context, such as a window [72], and none 
of these linked eye movements to comfort perception until very recently [73-75].  

Eye movements as a variable for visual comfort studies can actually not be addressed with psychophysical 
procedures typically used for glare evaluation: the latter rely on subjective occupant perception whereas 
people are oblivious to their specific head and eye movements. From previous work demonstrating the 
profound influence that cognitive factors have on eye movements [63], one can hypothesize that there are 
clear relations between gaze patterns, glare and luminous environment; our preliminary investigations to test 
this hypothesis [73-74] demonstrated the potential of wearable eye-tracking technology [76] to reveal such 
relationships. As conceptually illustrated in Figure 4, discomfort glare models could therefore benefit 
immensely from integrating line of sight dynamics together with daylight dynamics, while also pushing the 
boundaries of gaze modeling beyond local stimulus-driven saliency. 
Uncovering these relations has the potential to change our current 
approach to glare prediction and comfort in workspaces and open up 
new research pathways on how a space is experienced visually (i.e. what 
attracts our eye), where investigations have remained limited to search 
for main preference trends. 
 

2.3 Delightful spaces 

Architects understand the importance of natural light also in its ability to generate an atmosphere, reveal 
design, draw a choreography of geometry and light, provide texture to built volumes or add dynamics to a 
space – in other words, to enhance visual interest and provide emotional and experiential delight to the 
witness seeking to enjoy it.  

The perception of daylight within architectural space is unquestionably an important aspect of visual 
performance and impacts the ways in which that space is experienced. Contrast draws our attention toward 
spatial complexity and highlights areas of material transition, while the dynamic nature of sunlight generates 
varied luminous effects over time [77]. The visual effects of daylight are subjectively perceived and evaluated 
by each occupant, making it very difficult to enforce them as design factors even though they may ultimately 
drive many design decisions. The perceived qualitative aspects of daylight in a varying indoor space are 
underserved by the metrics currently available to designers: architecture must ‘perform’ in both qualitative 
and quantitative criteria yet architects still have to rely on intuition and experience to evaluate their dynamic 
effects against their intended programmatic use. We must work to re-establish the role of emotional and 
perceptual indicators in our language about performance. 

While some metrics have emerged to try and quantify ‘light quality’ through identifying a relationship between 
brightness, contrast and occupant preference [78-80], they are generally based on occupant surveys of 
existing scenes or static digital images of an interior space taken at key incremental moments.  Although 
occupant surveys were once the primary method of data collection, digital photographs have become a 
useful alternative for practical purposes [78]. Since the advent of HDR imaging, we are now able to produce 

Fig. 4: Integration of view direction in visual comfort models 
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digital photographs and renderings with a broader range of luminance data that more accurately capture a 
scene from an occupant’s point-of-view [21]. 

Two dimensions that are widely accepted to impact the field-of-view are average luminance and luminance 
diversity [78].  The former has been directly associated with perceived lightness and the latter with visual 
interest. Those metrics that take advantage of HDR digital images aim to correlate factors such as view size, 
average luminance, or luminance diversity with an occupant’s perception of pleasantness, excitement, and 
spaciousness of the view as established by surveys [21,78]. The studies that focus on average luminance 
are generally associated with perceived lightness, while luminance diversity (typically min/max ratios) is often 
associated with visual interest. Other studies have used genetic algorithms to predict occupant preferences 
toward average luminance and uniformity within a specific program environment, such as an office 
environment [21].  Although these findings are somewhat consistent in pointing out that occupants seem to 
prefer bright, non-uniformly lit environments with some luminance diversity [79-80], none of these studies 
addressed the question of dynamic variability of daylight as it is impacted by seasonal and daily variations in 
strength, climate, and solar orientation until the recently proposed spatial contrast and variability concepts 
[19,22,81] summarized in Figure 5. Outside of the Luminance Difference 
Index [80], and unlike the human brain that is capable of discerning such 
effects by mere observation [82], there is also a lack of metrics that can 
distinguish between compositional variations in contrast across our-field-
of-view, so as to move beyond the early findings from [19,22,81] to 
describe the experiential impacts of architecture.  

 

3. Decision support for human designers 

Although tools are typically developed based on well-defined computational processes, the latter are less 
easily compatible with the non-deterministic, ill-defined and unpredictable nature of the design process [83], 
which is exactly where its creativity lies. To get technology to support human-centered design, we must put 
designers back into their essential role, which is not to test and optimize – tasks for which a computer might 
be more efficient indeed – but to know what to look for. 

3.1 From conflicting needs to an integrated built form 

How can we help architects synthesize complex, dynamic and often conflicting goals into an integrated built 
form? State of the art approaches seem to consistently aim at translating ill-defined problems into well-
structured ones [84-85] – though in various ways – so as to be able to rank [86-87], guide towards [85,88-90] 
or generate [91-93] design solutions using objective analysis or optimization methods. But to effectively 
support decision making, such methods must also respect – or even fuel – the inherently creative and 
unpredictable design exploration process. 

Amongst the notable attempts to improve quality, speed or convergence of the ever growing number of 
optimization and computer-aided design (CAD) methods in architecture, we find knowledge-bases [94] 
amongst which some relevant to lighting [95-96], but only very few [87] applicable to climate-based daylight 
modelling. We also find meta-modeling [97], multi-objective approaches [98], and any combination thereof 
such as in building energy modeling. Despite the breadth of such methods, the basic, conventional approach 
tends to remain sequential (Figure 6): design decisions are explored to match pre-specified criteria through 

Fig. 5: Towards rendering-based perceptual daylight analysis 
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repeated evaluations of a numerical model [99].  

Yet in a design process, the aim is not to find an optimal solution but to produce a 
range of satisfactory ones, with different priorities and compromises [85]. The recently 
introduced performative design paradigm [100] provides an interesting framework 
trying to address this issue: it reverses the traditional design process in which 
generation of form is prioritized over performance evaluation and uses desired 
performance as a mechanism to digitally generate and modify the design. Due to the 
very nature of architectural design, however, the problem must remain ill-defined in a 
number of respects, as no criteria exist that can test a given solution, nor is there any 
systematic process in which such criteria could be applied. The problem space is by 
essence incomplete and undefined because its very definition would require the 
architect to explicit all decision criteria a priori [84], something (s)he cannot – and 
maybe should not – be asked to do. Moreover, at each design iteration, the goals, 
constraints and problem-space might change, while qualitative aspects – such as 
architectural aesthetics i.e. very hard to integrate into a formalized optimization 
process – will further increase the ill-definition of the problem.  

Attempts at such an integration have been proposed through multi-objective 
optimization using Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [91,101]. While a significant body of knowledge has already 
been produced in the area of generative design [92] – though, again, with very few papers addressing 
daylighting [86,91,93,102] – these methods remain limited in the level of interactivity they allow during the 
decision making process. They also produce solutions based solely on performance criteria, not on an 
understanding of design: fast convergence and satisfying results can be achieved through this approach 
(e.g. for floor layout design [101]), but the problem still needs to be split into a set of smaller, well-defined 
problems [84], which greatly impedes creativity and innovation potential.  

An alternative approach is to include the user in the optimization process through different existing 
techniques. Interactive optimization is one, such as for “User hints” frameworks that insert domain knowledge 
to avoid local minima [103]; we also find expert systems [85,88,104] –, or human-guided search [105]. Other 
well-known approaches include Pareto-space optimization (pre-calculated Pareto front from which solutions 
can be selected [106]), interactive evolutionary computation (IEC) that emerge from interactive evolution 
techniques [107], or Mixed-Initiative Systems (MIS) with added visualization features [108]. Such 
optimization approaches, that engage the user in the process, unfortunately all share the same important 
limitations: they require a well-defined problem (sub)space, they do not offer the user any control on the 
“black-box” computation of solutions which are, as a result, unlikely to respect his/her design intent, and they 
will not find sub-optimal alternatives from a performance standpoint that might be preferred by the user for 
other reasons. Additional issues relate to user fatigue: most of these methods require up to or beyond a 
hundred user inputs, leading to a decrease in performance [107]. This problem is even more acute for early 
stage design given the limited time dedicated to energy or daylighting performance optimization although it is 
exactly during those early phases that crucial decisions regarding ultimate performance are taken. This can 
be partly solved by resorting to an iterative approach [88] where recommended design changes are 
presented step-by-step to increase educational value, and can be skipped to increase choice freedom, all 
highly desirable features as revealed by the user studies that were subsequently conducted [90].  

While these outcomes are promising as a basis to build upon, we still need a breakthrough to fully embed 

Fig. 6: Sequential 
design process towards 
improved performance 
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the ill-definition of design into a dynamic, human-responsive computational framework. Future developments 
could for instance build upon findings in human-computer interaction that demonstrated the potential of 
virtual experts in improving teaching quality [109] and the effectiveness and attractiveness of a 
conversational (dialog-based) type of learning [110] for tackling ill-defined problems [111]. 
 

3.2 A goal-based approach to support decision-making  

Architects are increasingly using digital tools during the design process, particularly as they approach 
complex problems such as designing for successful daylighting performance to either evaluate task 
performance through workplane illuminance calculation [17], energy impacts of daylight such as active 
electric lighting, heating or cooling needs to compensate for excessive or insufficient daylight [1-3], or its 
impact on comfort and in particular on glare-based sources of discomfort within the visual field [10]. 

What these numerous tools and approaches have in common is the aim of trying to either define or meet 
broadly acceptable (yet sometimes population or condition-specific) target values so as to guide design 
towards objectively “better” performance. Yet daylighting is known to be a field where strictly defined 
numerical boundaries are not enforced. There is a vast range of parameters and values that contribute to 
“good” daylighting design and which make absolute performance targets of questionable relevance: the 
question of “how good is good?” is indeed far from trivial with the multifaceted, highly variable nature of 
daylighting performance, about which people – occupants as much as designers – have highly diverging 
opinions. 

The ‘human’ challenge at hand is two-fold. It comes from the human nature of the designer, which remains 
the main driver of a design process: the ultimate balance between multiple, often-conflicting criteria cannot 
solely be based on measurable parameters, thus the design process must remain non-deterministic. And it 
comes from the human nature of the occupants, which encompasses individual diversity and temporal 
variability: as we know, to feel comfortable in a daylit space can result in very different constraints depending 
on the time of day, the season and the location of the building, and human factors will induce diverging 
preferences for comfort from individual to another. The necessary flexibility and dynamic response of design 
goals also applies to our cyclic physiological needs or to the ever-changing ambiance of a space that 
contributes so intimately to its uniqueness. 

The ultimate objective is to provide building designers with the means necessary to assess critical 
parameters in a successful design and efficiently combine qualitative and quantitative criteria in the solution 
search process. With daylighting in particular, performance must be measured against goals that vary over 
time, by occupant profile and/or be driven by the designer’s intent, which necessarily retains a part of 
subjectivity. What we must identify is how a building should respond to two inputs: on the one hand to what 
we have, i.e. analysing the resources available to work with (i.e. the building’s environment whether natural 
and/or built, its localisation, climate etc); on the other hand to what we need, to determine whether and how 
the needs of the building’s occupants can be met.  

Where technology can help is in allowing the architect to go beyond his or her own sensitivity: the extent to 
which a design answers even dynamic and highly refined goals can probably be determined systematically – 
though it might require enormous calculation capacities – but the objective should remain to help the 
architect extract an informed synthesis. This process should in principle start by defining where one wants to 
go in some form: any design option or material choice, for instance, is – consciously or unconsciously – 
gauged against a reference enabling us to make a decision and move forward. How to make this reference 
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explicit or objective is sometimes where the challenge lies. If one can express this reference as a 
performance goal – which can then be gauged against more or less refined models or metrics – simulation 
can offer a very powerful support for decision-making [90-91].  
 

3.3 Five declinations of “good daylighting” goals 

Preliminary concepts have already been investigated to take a goal-based approach on daylight 
performance, amongst which the following five perspectives were proposed with the explicit intent to move 
towards a unified framework of decision support in the design process regarding daylight performance [112]:  

1) Workplane illuminance (visual task performance), based on the concept of Acceptable Illuminance 
Extent (AIE) introduced in [18]; 

2) Discomfort glare (visual comfort), based on the concept of Glare Avoidance Extent introduced in (GAE) 
[18] but applied to full Daylight Glare Probability (DGP) [7] calculations; 

3) Solar gains management, based on the Solar Heat Scarcity / Surplus (SHS) concept introduced in [18]; 

4) Non-visual effects (direct and circadian), based on a dynamic model focusing on time-dependencies of 
spectral response and light exposure adaptation, including prior history of light exposure [19,53,55]; 

5) Perceptual daylight, based on the combined occurrences of contrast and variability within viewed scenes 
[19,22,81]. 

Many other approaches can be found that try to address each of these perspectives individually; it is 
together that the five perspectives considered here offer an interesting potential to support a consistent 
approach towards “good daylighting” based on user-defined goals. As illustrated in Figure 7, the underlying 
focus pertaining to all five perspectives is the combined temporal and spatial dynamics of daylighting within a 
space. Whereas each one relates to a specific attribute or impact of daylighting, the aim is to be able to 
translate the latter into objectifiable – though not necessarily explicitly numerical – goals.  

The five perspectives are briefly presented here, together with their associated “metrics”; more details about 
the latter can be found in the previously published papers (referred to below) in which they were introduced. 

 

Fig. 7: Five perspectives regarding daylight performance brought together around a goal-driven approach emphasizing 
spatial and temporal dynamics 
 

3.3.1 Visual task lighting 

The illuminance-derived metric considered in the present framework, called Acceptable Illuminance Extent 
(AIE), has been introduced in [18] and calculates how the percentage of a user-defined area of interest in 
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which the illuminance stays within a chosen range varies over time. It therefore simply relies on surface 
illuminance (workplane, wall etc) and is typically double-bounded (lower and upper bounds) although upper 
bounds only make sense when too much light is an issue (such as for artwork exhibits e.g.). 

This metric requires one or more light receiving surface(s) (or perimeter(s)) to be freely defined by the user in 
a 3D model, and the boundary conditions to be chosen. The latter should answer the following questions:  

• below what illuminance threshold in [lux] shall we consider that there is basically no useful daylight 
penetration (acceptable low) and above what threshold is illuminance perfectly satisfactory (desired-low)? 

• above what threshold (if any upper bound is necessary) are the conditions starting to be less ideal 
(desired-high) and above what threshold is there definitely too much light (acceptable-high)? 

This concept is illustrated on the first row of Figure 8 below. 

3.3.2 Comfortable lighting 

The metric called Glare Avoidance Extent (GAE), also introduced in [18] and used in the present context, 
relies on the Daylight Glare Probability or DGP [7] (and its established boundary conditions) in combination 
with a principle similar to the AIE in the sense that it conveys an evaluation of how “glary” a whole zone 
within a space is by evaluating the percentage of glare “sensors” (automatically generated so as to populate 
the perimeter of interest with a well-distributed set of view locations and directions) that show intolerable or 
disturbing visual conditions.  

This metric requires the user to either define a perimeter of interest (portion of a space) in which he/she is 
interested to assess glare from arbitrary view locations and directions (to assess the overall glare risk of the 
area) or to define one (or a set of) specific view location(s) and direction(s) that are critical in this particular 
space, where a conventional DGP analysis should be conducted. As illustrated on the second row of Figure 
8, the user-defined goals thus pertain to how sensitive to glare the considered space (or space portion) is to 
glare, which determines which DGP thresholds to apply [7]. 

Future developments should add a new dimension to visual comfort analysis by including view direction 
patterns so as to be realistic about how a workspace is actually experienced. Building upon recent advances 
in eye-tracking methods from psychophysics, research is currently being conducted to integrate objective 
inter-dependencies between gaze patterns and visual context in a dynamic glare model [73-75], so as to 
create a robust and more realistic predictor of perceived comfort that accounts for gaze dynamics and, 
ultimately, help promoting productive environments. 

3.3.3 Seasonal lighting 

The energy impacts of satisfying thermal comfort benchmarks with active heating or cooling can become 
significant if excessive or insufficient daylight and its associated tradeoffs – namely solar gains or excessive 
heat losses due to large areas of glazing – must be compensated for to a too large extent. To account for 
both overheating risks and potentially reduced heating loads as a function of season (and building type, 
function, occupation etc), a new solar gains metric called Solar Heat Scarcity / Surplus (SHS), again 
introduced in [18] and illustrated on the third row of Figure 8, is used here to convey the urgency of either 
allowing more direct solar gain or avoiding it, based on revisited balance point calculations. 

The calculation of SHS requires material information beyond the geometry and surface reflectivity inputs that 
are typically needed for the other metrics, in particular regarding heat transfer properties of the envelope 
components. In addition, estimated values for heat gain, ventilation, occupancy, and operational information 
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will be required, based on building type, as well as location (hence, climate type and weather statistics). 

3.3.4 Healthy lighting 

As architecture mediates the boundary between the external environment and the human body, it becomes 
the most impactful element in providing building occupants access to natural light. Yet no model currently 
exists to predict the direct effects of light exposure on human health and well-being. Efforts are currently 
being put on building a computational model to simulate non-visual responses from discrete intensity and 
spectral inputs [19,53,55]. This work will build upon a unique bridging between neuroscience and 
architecture that was initially proposed in an early non-visual lighting simulation framework for architectural 
design with a focus on healthcare design [33], using illuminance thresholds derived from [29] and assuming 
neutral interior surfaces and a time-independent spectral sensitivity curve. This study was later extended to 
include the impact of view location and direction in housing [51] and a differentiation based on day periods of 
light exposure [52]. Despite the immaturity of this research, it seems possible to start building models which 
can describe the complex temporal and spectral inter-dependencies of the non-visual responses during both 
day and night, and that embeds the flexibility necessary to incorporate new findings as photobiology 
research advances.  

The objective is to integrate time- and spectral-dependencies of non-visual responses to light, and 
reconsider light intensity thresholds as a function of prior history of light exposure. Practically, this means 
taking the intensity, spectrum, duration/pattern, history, and timing of light exposure as variables to evaluate 
non-visual responses to light (i.e. affecting health) as a dynamic mathematical model of the non-visual 
system, including space-related color effects and behavior scenarios based on occupational dynamics (how 
occupants move within and between spaces) [54].  

Preliminary investigations as to how such a model could ultimately be used to inform daylighting design 
through a goal-based approach, as conceptually illustrated in Figure 8, fourth row and further discussed in 
[19,54], led to the need for a different simulation workflow for non-visual effects, where the absolute stimulus 
(here ocular light exposure, e.g. calculated as illuminance on a vertical plane) first has to be converted into a 
relative human response based on the model’s outputs [19,53] then, in a second phase, gauged in terms of 
desirability in the considered context of specific building use and occupant profile (also influenced, e.g., by 
their sleep-wake cycle). Ultimately, the objective is to base the framework on performance goals that could 
indicate how appropriate (i.e. conducive to “health”) the lighting pattern that the occupants are likely to be 
exposed to within that space (especially for healthcare or high-vigilance environments for instance) will be 
over the day and year.  

3.3.5 Delightful lighting 

Daylight has a fundamental role in generating dynamic visual interest in a space, which in many cases 
makes it a tangible – yet not always explicitated – guiding factor for design. To provide effective support 
regarding perceptual – i.e. often inherently emotional – aspects, we must seek to interpret subjective contrast 
and variability perception as design factors without objectifying them. 

Two metrics, introduced in [19,22,81], have been developed as a proof-of-concept: one expresses how 
“cumulative contrast” is distributed over space and time i.e. where (within a space) and when (over the day 
and/or year) we are likely to perceive the steepest gradients from dark to bright; the other one relates to the 
spatio-temporal variation of luminance as a “cumulative variability”. Similarly, the latter evaluates where and 
when we will witness the most dramatic changes as time goes by in terms of bright versus dark areas. 
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To evaluate daylight contrast or variability as defined above, a preliminary approach consists of starting from 
user-defined viewpoints that are used to frame the spatial area where contrast is analysed over time. To 
identify an upper bound for contrast, only clear sky conditions are used [81] and pixel value gradient from 
one pixel to the next (for contrast analyses) or change from one moment to the next (for variability) is 
calculated and cumulated over space – respectively over time – to obtain an overall “amount” of contrast or 
variability at any given moment of the year – respectively any given point in space (within the view frame).   

Ultimately, the objective will be to develop a goal-based approach from a taxonomy of reference spaces, as 
illustrated in the last row of Figure 8 and further discussed in section 3.4.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8: Overview of performance analysis framework: five different perspectives (rows) regarding daylighting performance 
(left column) lead to five quantitative approaches to extract “absolute” performance (middle column) i.e. evaluated on a 
linear scale from low to high, used as inputs to threshold-based metrics enabling a goal-based visualization of 
performance (right column). Bottom-right modules (greyed) are work in progress. 
 

3.4 A unified framework for daylight dynamics  

To assist architectural designers in searching for “better” solutions to support a more flexible, user-centered 
approach, an annual daylighting simulation tool was developed in 2008 [89], called Lightsolve, meant to be 
used in the early design process [90] when façade and space details are still being defined. Lightsolve took a 
new perspective on daylighting analysis, focusing on the variation of daylight performance over the day and 
the year by combining temporal performance visualization with spatial renderings [18]. This simulation 
method included an expert system to support a guided search process and differed from previous 
approaches [96,113] in that it allowed a comprehensive understanding of daylighting and offered user 
interactivity regarding design choices [88]. One of the underlying principles in how daylighting performance is 
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evaluated in Lightsolve is to make the results specific to the user’s own performance objectives and to his or 
her chosen areas of interest within the considered design project, hence making it an intriguing platform in 
which to integrate diverse aspects of performance.  On the other hand, it combines a synthetic perspective of 
full-year data with a visual impression of what the space looks like over time.  

A prototype interface is presented that offers an interactive, highly visual simulation environment in which to 
integrate these goal-based concepts. A preliminary workflow is proposed to integrate both conventional and 
unconventional – e.g. non-visual and perceptual – aspects of daylighting performance  into an interactive tool 
specifically developed for early stage, full year, climate-based daylighting design support. 

The following sections describe the goal-based simulation and visualization framework that enables the five 
very different perspectives described in section 3.3 to be considered in a unified and interactive way, 
according to a consistent color scale so as to compare “success” of highly dissimilar performance criteria. 
This study aims to demonstrate the potential of such a platform to embed the diversity of performance 
criteria relevant to daylighting while keeping a consistent and intuitive format across the board, that 
encompasses spatial as well as temporal properties of daylight. First the structure and interface of the 
platform itself is introduced, then its “double duality” is discussed with a spatial representation alongside a 
temporal one, and with performance evaluation being displayed both as absolute values and as how closely 
they fulfil user-defined performance goals, using an original color scale. Finally, a short introduction to 
ongoing work regarding the development of an iterative expert system is provided and two concrete 
examples of how such a framework can address non-conventional performance perspectives are presented. 

3.4.1 Revised structure of the Lightsolve simulation platform 

Initially developed as a simulation platform allowing fast annual renderings displayed simultaneously with a 
time-mapped visualization of daylighting performance [18,20,90] and implemented as a SketchUp plugin, 
Lightsolve has recently been reprogrammed entirely [19]. Its overall principle [89] – and the general layout of 
the user interface (early prototype shown in Figure 9), with goal-based temporal maps displayed alongside 
interactive renderings [90], were maintained. Such temporal maps – with days of the year on the x-axis and 
time of day on the y-axis – exhibit how closely user-defined goals are fulfilled over the year using a triangular 
color scale [18].  

The fundamental changes compared to the original version of Lightsolve relate to the new ray-tracing 
engines used and a completely new software and display structure. The main goal was to make the tool 
much more responsive and reliable and a specific set of tools and libraries was thus selected for this new 
structure to rely upon:  

• for quantitative analyses, Lightsolve relies on the ubiquitous and extensively validated Radiance program 
[114] for illuminance calculations (that the visual task, glare and healthy lighting modules all use as 
inputs) and for luminance distribution analyses (necessary for perceptual lighting analyses and also glare 
evaluation)  

• for qualitative analyses (i.e. mainly the visualization of renderings), a hardware-driven, GPU-based 
renderer (Nvidia Optix Application Acceleration Engine) has been implemented in the user interface to 
generate live renderings as the user explores the model and the lighting conditions: OptiX here acts as a 
real-time ray-tracing tool for ensuring high responsiveness and interactivity in the 3D rendering [115] 

• C++ is used as the programming language using GCC (GNU Compiler Collection) for Mac OSX or 
MinGW (Minimalist GNU) for Windows systems 
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Fig. 9: Early prototype of the new Lightsolve version. a) User interface including goal-based analysis on user-defined 
sensor plane b) pixel-level illuminance map of atrium rendering: grey scale (bottom) versus false-color (top)  

 

Currently, the Lightsolve structure is organized such that the core engine calculates all the key lighting 
variables (especially illuminance and luminance distributions on/ from selected surfaces/viewpoints) over the 
year, that are then used as inputs to individual modules, each corresponding to a given daylighting 
performance perspective or, rather, to its associated metric(s). In the case of the fifth considered perspective 
– perceptual daylight – two distinct modules had to be created to address contrast on the one hand and 
variability on the other hand. Based on these input data, each module computes the performance criteria 
associated to its metric, as described above. Results are fed back to the core engine for data display. Since 
the outputs strongly differ from one module to the other, the core engine automatically adapts the 
visualization according to the considered performance perspective. 

The functionalities of the application are based on modules (one module per performance perspective or 
metric, broadly speaking) and are designed to allow both local and remote development [19]. These 
independent modules are detached from the core application to allow high flexibility in the development and 
later integration of new modules in the future. Two types of modular units can be distinguished: LightSolve 
Modules which are processing units with illuminance values as input, and LightSolve Services which are 
processing units with more complex inputs (Expert System, etc.). Only the latter can access and change 
whole scenes (mesh, position and point of view), start lighting simulation computing or reprocess modules. 
The Raytracing Engine and the Lighting Simulation Engine are also independent and detached from the core 
to allow future component replacements. Unlike LightSolve Services or Modules, the Raytracing and Lighting 
Simulation Engines are unique objects with precise goals and specific interfaces.  

3.4.2 Goal-based color scale  

The triangular color scale introduced in [18] and reproduced in Figure 10 is 
ideally suited to visualize the five daylighting performance perspectives within a 
consistent format, such that any outcome for any of their metrics can be 

Fig. 10: Triangular color scale: 
yellow is 100% achievement of 

goals, red is 100% too high, 
blue is 100% too low [18] 

a                  b 
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visualized as a single graph. Combined with the temporal map format [18,20] – with days of the year plotted 
along the x-axis and time of day along the y-axis such as in Figure 8 middle and right columns) –, three 
outcomes are possible for a single point study: either the resulting data falls within the desired range, or it 
exceeds the maximum, or it does not reach the minimum. For a multiple point analysis allowing for buffer 
intervals [18], any color combination could emerge (e.g. purple as in Figure 8 top right for a combination of 
too high (sunspots) and too low (overall too dim) illuminance levels within a given area of interest). By 
displaying goal compliance (Figure 8 right) instead of absolute response (Figure 8 middle), both the 
‘successfulness’ of a design and the tradeoffs between dissimilar metrics become intuitive to understand, 
and harmful effects can easily be differentiated from beneficial ones. 

 

3.4.3 Visualization ‘quartet’ 

The Lightsolve interface and visualization framework reveals annual, seasonal and daily performance thanks 
to its time-based focus combined with a simultaneous visualization of spatial renderings [90]: 

- time-varied performance (Fig. 11, left) is represented in the form of temporal maps over which a cursor 
(cross) can be moved to select a given moment over the year 

- renderings (Fig. 11, right) are associated to that specific moment, where the spatial distribution of a 
considered metric’s values (e.g. illuminance in the example shown in Figure 11) can be visualized in 
false-color on user-defined sensors (areas of interest).  

Weather conditions are accounted for thanks to the climate-based time segmentation method described in 
[20] and renderings can be associated to either the dominant sky type for that period (clear, clear-turbid, 
intermediate or overcast) or to one chosen by the user. 

As a second duality, these two 
representations of performance (temporal 
versus spatial) can each be displayed on 
either an “absolute” or a “goal-based” 
scale, leading to a visualization foursome 
or ‘quartet’ illustrated in Figure 11 for a 
West-facing room with a fully glazed 
façade, located at 41°N latitude:  

- the so-called “absolute” scale (Fig. 11a) 
is based on a linear gradient from dark 
(low) to bright (high): it is a 
straightforward visualization of 
performance displaying the respective 
metric’s average value over a chosen 
area of interest (e.g. illuminance over 
workplane like in Fig. 11a – other 
quantities could be displayed similarly, like average DGP, spatial contrast etc). It is important to note that 
the “absolute” scale can sometimes represent a relative response such as in the “healthy lighting” model. 

- the “goal-based” scale (Figure 11b) is based on the triangular scheme described above (Fig. 10) and 
introduced in [18]: it represents how closely prescribed goals are met and translates absolute, time-based 
performance into a relative, goal-based scale (e.g. into Acceptable illuminance Extent (AIE, cf. section 

Fig. 11: Time-based illuminance analysis (left) with associated rendering at 
given moment (right and cursor) on an absolute (top) and goal-based scale 
(bottom) 
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3.3.1) like in Fig. 11b, or Glare Avoidance Extent (GAE,  cf. section 3.3.2) etc).  

Fig. 11a is quite easy to interpret:  considering a sensor plane covering almost the entire space at workplane 
height (Fig. 11a, right) and given the West-orientation of the space, average illuminance over the sensor area 
(left) will be higher in the afternoon all year long but even more so in the winter (unless the local climate has 
particularly cloudy winters). As far as spatial illuminance distribution is concerned for the selected moment 
under clear sky, illuminance will of course be highest on the sun spots (> 2500 lux) that are closest to the 
window, and lowest in the back corners (< 500 lux).  Both temporal (climate-based maps) and spatial data 
(false-colored renderings) are based on the same color scale, provided on the left. 

To obtain Fig. 11b, goals must be set: in this example, the targeted desired illuminance levels on the 
measurement area were between 800 and 1200 lux and the extreme acceptable values were 500 and    
2000 lux. The obtained goal-based representation over a full year (as AIE values [%]) here indicates that the 
objective is generally reached (dominating yellow), except during afternoons during the summer period, 
where objectives are not met because of simultaneously too high and too low illuminance values (depicted in 
purple). Confronting spatial and temporal information, one can easily explain the purple spots by the false-
color rendering (Fig. 11b, right), with locations too dark (in blue) and others too bright (in red). More 
specifically, the sensor areas which receive direct sun rays are above the goal (red when higher than 2000 
lux and in a variable orange when between 1200 and 2000 lux). Parts nearer to the left wall are either in blue 
(illuminances lower than 500 lux) or variable green (illuminances between 500 and 800 lux).  

In terms of user experience, an exploration over time (i.e. by moving the cursor over a temporal map) gets 
translated into new renderings on the fly, and new view framings are shown as one moves within the 
rendered model. As each module delivers its output data to the core engine, the switching from absolute 
(Fig. 8, middle column) to goal-based (Fig. 8, right column) scale, from one moment to another (position on 
temporal map or user-defined choice of moment) and/or from one performance perspective or metric to the 
other (rows in Fig. 8) is almost instantaneous, providing the user with a dynamic framework to visualize and 
understand daylighting performance. The resulting “double combination” of absolute vs. goal-based and 
time-based vs. spatial visualization makes the performance analysis particularly interactive and – as 
previous studies have shown for the goal-based scale [90] – intuitive to the user. 

3.4.4 Guided search  

Ultimately, Lightsolve is meant to offer pro-active guidance regarding design decisions to the user / designer, 
based on how closely the considered design matches user-defined performance goals.  

The capability to act as a “virtual consultant” by offering a feedback loop had been implemented in the 
original version of Lightsolve [88,90]. The expert system developed for that purpose was highly innovative 
from many aspects, especially its iterative approach allowing for a high educational potential [90] combined 
with the generation of a knowledge-base to rank design decisions based on their likelihood to result in an 
increased performance (with respect to user-defined goals) [87]. This initial expert system was, however, 
only applicable to illuminance and glare evaluation, and had important restrictions on orientation (façades 
facing cardinal directions) and geometry (square angles for all corners), which are amongst the limitations 
that the future expert system should be able to overcome. 

As a prospective outlook to a more robust expert system, some preliminary concepts can be drawn and 
would require further work to be tested and implemented. It could be interesting e.g. to build a shareable 
knowledge-base of design effects, where performance impacts can be stored and where model similarities 
are evaluated to predict effects on performance, similarly to [116]. The idea would be to integrate user inputs 
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through an immersive interface that would include a case-based ‘Machine Learning’ structure to collect and 
later match user inputs, and a ‘Clustering’ engine for design changes classification into representative groups 
[117]. This should lead to an iterative adoption of design changes, similarly to the original system but with a 
more efficient balancing of requests to the knowledge-base and to the calculation engine to provide 
information gain, drawing inspiration from information theory and market research [118].  

Towards this end, we would have to maintain the ill-definition inherent to the creative design process [83] and 
build a dialog with the user respectful of implicit design intents (Figure 12), that avoids splitting the problem 
into smaller or alternative well-defined ones [85]. The ambition of such a system would thus be to emphasize 
educational potential around a goal-
based structure where performance 
objectives can be implicit (subjective, 
e.g. preference) or explicit (objective, 
e.g. relative to prescribed thresholds), 
and to offer an iterative, open-ended 
platform to engage the user in the 
exploration of an inherently incomplete 
problem-space. 

3.4.5 Application to two unconventional interpretations of daylighting performance 

This section presents a proof-of-concept for the above-described goal-based simulation structure that could 
offer design support for daylighting performance aspects beyond conventional ones (such as illumination, 
glare or solar gains), with a focus on health, drawing from the latest findings in photobiology in terms of 
effects on sleep, health and well-being, and on the perceptual qualities of daylight through a dynamic 
analysis of spatial contrast and its variability over time.  

Addressing non-visual effects 

A dynamic model of the non-visual light-response relationship is being developed that combines two 
temporal integration modules and a nonlinear response function [19,53,55], whose application to an actual 
design exercise has been discussed previously in [54]. What we propose here is test how effectively its 
(future) outcomes can be formatted within the context provided by Lightsolve, i.e. as goal-based, time-driven 
performance maps. Linking the model to a lighting simulation process is indeed important, because the 
ultimate goal is to develop a new type of lighting design support.  

As an example of a preliminary format where goal-fulfilment in this human-centered context could be 
visualized, the same West-facing room used previously (Fig. 11) was modelled with a window facing West. 
Daylight exposure (vertical illuminance) for someone who would stand in the middle of the room and stare at 
the window all year long is provided in Figure 13a, based on Radiance calculations and on Daysim’s daylight 
coefficient method. Figure 13b shows the estimated non-
visual response once our model is applied and where one 
can clearly observe the effect of our non-visual system’s 
sluggishness (response delayed compared to exposure).  

To adopt a goal-based perspective, since the non-visual 
system adapts to changes in light intensity and spectral 
composition over a much longer time period than the 

Fig. 12: Prospective research directions that could be explored to 
embed ill-definition in a decision supporting framework 
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Fig. 13: Illuminance (a) vs. relative non-visual response 
as predicted by our proposed light-response model (b) 
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visual system, we cannot apply instantaneous performance criteria. If a non-visual response is categorized 
as “bad” after evaluating Fig. 13b’s results against prescribed goals, it is far from trivial to trace the response 
back to a specific period of time over the day when light 
exposure was too low or too high (Fig. 13a). The main 
difficulty in tracing back the cause is that there exists not 
only one but an infinite number of light patterns that may 
induce the same non-visual effects. In order to achieve 
this, it will be necessary, in the future, to develop a search 
algorithm that will look for a set of light patterns that best fit 
the performance criteria.  

Conceptually, such an approach would lead to outcomes that may look like the one displayed in Fig. 14a. 
The figure shows periods of time when light exposure should be avoided where it could have negative 
influences on circadian rhythms (red-orange) and when more light could have beneficial effects in terms of 
alertness and productivity (blue-green). The horizontal lines in Figs 13 and 14a mark three time periods 
differing from one another in terms of their phase-shifting effects: light exposure in the late day/early night 
typically causes a phase delay, whereas light in the late night/early day will phase advance the clock; light 
exposure in the late morning and early to mid-afternoon usually has little impact on phase shifting but might 
influence alertness and other direct effects. A goal-based performance criterion is assigned to each period to 
account for timing of light exposure relating to the circadian clock. 

Incorporating perceptual aspects 

Based on the medium of photographs and rendered 
scenes, which architects use readily within the practice 
of design, a dual approach for perceptual daylight 
analysis in the form of complementary metrics for 
contrast and variability has been introduced in [22,81]. 
Its implementation as a Lightsolve metric is discussed 
below and its conceptual interpretation from a goal-
based perspective is introduced as a work in progress. 

Spatial Contrast estimates the spatial distribution of 
contrast across a selected view at a given moment; its 
annual dynamic variability can be represented using an 
absolute-scale temporal map in Lightsolve (Fig. 15a, 
left), which shows when that contrast will change 
throughout the day and year as a result of sunlight dynamics (all afternoons and mornings in the winter in 
this example). To complement this time-based  information, instantaneous false-color renderings of spatial 
contrast can be produced for every moment and displayed simultaneously in the Lightsolve interface to show 
where (i.e. in which portions of the view) most spatial contrast will be experienced. But one can also display 
cumulative annual contrast renderings (Fig. 15a, right) to evaluate spatial contrast when considering the 
entire year (in the example chosen, the annual contrast is clearly highest over the floor plane).   

Luminance variability throughout a selected view, on the other hand, calculates the absolute difference in 
pixel values between daily and seasonal instances. Similarly to contrast, one can generate instanteaneous 
(from one time-step to the next) but also cumulative (annual) luminance variability (Fig. 15b, right) to 
highlight which areas experience the most frequent change over the year (here again on the floor and to 

Fig. 14: Conceptual maps for goal-based performance 
representation of a) non-visual effects and b) contrast 

a
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
b 

Fig. 15: Year-cumulative (a) perceptual contrast and (b) 
luminance variability for framed view as ‘absolute’ values 
(left: temporal maps) vs. space (right: spatial 
representation) 
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some extent on the wall). The associated temporal map (Fig. 15b, left), shows when the most variability 
occurs through the day and year (afternoons, and throughout the day in the winter months).  

To provide support in manipulating parameters to achieve a desired effect regarding perceptual daylight 
performance (i.e. take a goal-based perspective), the ‘non-absoluteness’ of performance takes its full 
meaning more than ever: there is no objectively “good” or “bad” performance (except in terms of norms or 
comfort requirements), what counts is the designer’s intent. In the design support framework that Lightsolve 
offers, reference spaces, such as those found in the taxonomy generated to develop the metrics [81] and 
represented in Fig. 16a (with most extreme contrast and/or variability spaces on the left of the gradient and 
the more uniform / stable ones on the right), can be used. They should represent expressions of contrast and 
variability patterns architects can select as desirable luminous characters, regardless of their idio-syncratic 
interpretation of the quality of each space. As such, they can thus serve as a “delight target” database (i.e. a 
set of freely-interpreted effects ranging from low to high contrast and/or variability). Simplified 3D models, 
associated to each type of lighting composition (Fig. 16b) and expressing similar gradients and compositions 
of contrast or variability as the corresponding spaces but with a more abstracted level of detail, can then 
serve as a support for time-lapse renderings. From the latter, our metrics, used as indicators of performance, 
can be calculated and graphed and used as a target for a guided search, informing the design process 
without constraining it. 

The theoretical example shown in Fig. 14b shows how we might represent the degree of annual spatial 
contrast in terms of goal-based targets established by the designer. Using the same west-facing space as an 
example – corresponding to type 5 in Fig. 16b –, let’s assume the designer had in mind to achieve high 
contrast to stimulate visual interest but keep it within a certain threshold (closer to what a space 
corresponding to type 4 with a higher shading resolution (here horizontal louvers in the lower portion of the 
window) would generate e.g.). A framework like Lightsolve would then generate a goal-based temporal map 
conceptually similar to Fig. 14b: it would exhibit “too high” spatial contrast (compared to target goals) in the 
winter (especially afternoons) – leading to red or orange – and acceptable spatial contrast in the mornings 
and most of the summer days – leading to yellow.  Iterating from an initial scenario (say the one leading to 
the analysis shown in Fig. 15a), designers would then be able to investigate changes within their design 
model that would more closely meet their design goals (which would lead to a more ‘yellow’ map in Fig. 14b). 

 

Fig.16: Taxonomy of contrast / variability gradients in a) architectural spaces and b) typological matrix 

As illustrated by this conceptual analysis, performance can be understood, even for somewhat subjective, 
intent-driven metrics expressing contrast or variability, by how closely a desired effect will be matched, i.e. 
how similar the metrics’ values are between the desired effect (target, here associated with an image) and 
the considered one. Such an approach, which is currently under development, will ultimately allow objective 
comparisons between spaces while keeping the perceptual aspects of light intact: the designer will still be 
able to freely interpret light quality with his/her own sensitivity. 
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4. Conclusion 

Daylight is a desirable architectural component that satisfies both visual and psychological needs of 
occupants while it is derived from variable and non-deterministic environmental parameters. This paper 
discusses emerging research fields at the interface between daylighting design and more fundamental 
domains related to human interactions with their environment, thereby strengthening connections between 
fields as far from design as neuroscience and psychophysics, brought together around a human-centered 
perspective. Exciting research pathways, such as pertaining to non-visual effects of light, to the gaze 
dynamics relevant in work environments and the perceptual qualities of daylight regarding contrast, are 
being explored. These core qualitative and physiological aspects, that are inherent to daylight performance 
yet are not as easily associated with absolute thresholds of “good” versus “bad”, must be put back into the 
design realm. They indeed bring the promise of novel findings both on how we design buildings and how the 
design process can interface with fundamental discoveries about humans and their behavior. We have 
access to the essential ingredients of human-responsive design, now we need to cook.  

Daylighting requires us to deal with very different quantities all relevant to ‘good’ daylighting performance 
(illumination potential, glare risks, aesthetics, overheating risks, physiological effects of light…), which reveal 
themselves complementary drivers for design decisions. The objective is also to find the way they can 
interactively, dynamically and effectively fuel the ill-defined, creative design process. 

Towards this end, the paper introduces a goal-based approach, adopted by the Lightsolve simulation 
framework, to bring together physical, physiological and perceptual aspects of daylight around the temporal 
variability of their effects, evaluated on a relative basis for five performance perspectives within a unique, 
intuitive and visual format. The objective is to support early stage design regarding both conventional 
aspects of daylight performance such as workplane illuminance, glare and associated solar gains, and 
unconventional ones such as perceptual or non-visual effects of daylight, all considered in combination within 
a unified framework of analysis. The results show the potential of such visualization formats to express 
annual daylighting performance consistently even for radically different aspects for which time-dependency 
represents the most essential aspect of performance. Goal-based color scales are particularly powerful in 
proposing a unified framework to describe performance in terms of how closely prescribed goals are met, 
and thus assessing how “successful” a design option is (especially in relative terms) from these different 
perspectives. The workflow, competences and design stage best supported by this framework are expected 
to be the same or very similar to those applicable for the user studies described in [90], though a dedicated 
design-driven validation study would be needed to specifically evaluate its ability to support early-stage 
design decisions regarding the many declinations – whether conventional or unconventional – of daylighting 
performance. 

Inter-disciplinary research directions are needed to build the basis on which human-responsive daylighting 
design can be promoted, fully embracing its complexity and dynamics. New research prospects are being 
opened as to how we could empower the designer with computation and further investigate the relationships 
between occupants and a built environment with a focus on their dynamics, driven by fundamental questions 
on how we interact with our environment: how sensitive are we to our built environment? are some design 
elements significantly more impactful on how healthy one might be in a space, or how much one enjoys it? is 
there a significant difference between objective and perceived impact of a design change? does the advent 
of computing technologies necessarily change the role of the architect?  
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Looking for answers to these questions will foster a re-thinking of the integration of technology both in the 
design process and in actual building systems. And beyond searching for technological solutions, increasing 
building performance in its broadest, most multifaceted sense, should become an inherent part of the design 
process that focuses on the reason we build buildings in the first place: to shelter complex, diverse 
occupants. 
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